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Universities are unique centuries-old form of education
So, despite the harshness of the times and its governments, curricula often ventured away from the purely
practical to include literature, poetry, art, and music. In
some cases, it was only at the most advanced level that
students were able to specialize in a particular field. In
other cases, the more advanced the learning, the more
esoteric it became.
The historical bent toward including liberal arts in
higher education reached its pinnacle in the Athenian
academies that flourished in classical Greece, particularly
during the Hellenistic Age. As these higher education
institutions adopted a more humanistic approach, they
downplayed science, focused on the individual rather
than the city/state, and sought self-fulfillment and
enlightenment as the road to the highest excellence.
The curriculum was often centered on "the seven
liberal arts," grammar, rhetoric, dialectic, arithmetic,

Numerous alumni remember a time when Western
Michigan University sported a campus half its current
size, registered students in person instead of over the
telephone, and viewed its room-size vacuum-tube
computer as the greatest invention since sliced bread.
Well, that was then and this is now. Alumni know
WMU has undergone marvelous changes over the years.
But many don't know that a lot of its original ideals
remain relevant today, helping to define what it means to
get a 'university" education.
In the most pragmatic sense, students attend universities to acquire the advanced skills and knowledge
necessary to earn a good living. Basic job training,
though, is also ably provided by community colleges,
technological institutes, apprenticeship programs, and
trade schools. What is it that distinguishes universities
from all other training and every other school?

"Astronomy compe~ the soul
to look upwards and leads us
from th~ world to another. "

"Learning without thought
is labor lost; thought
without learning ~ perilous. "
~unf

- I to, c. 28·3

cius, 551·479 B.C.

The answer lies as much in the philosophical underpinnings of these centuries-old institutions as it does in
the scope of their endeavors.

The 'real world' and the world beyond

When articulated in ancient times, Confucius in the East
and Socrates in the West saw basic learning as the
purview of "lower" schools and great learning as the
purview of "higher" schools.
Today's universities no longer draw a solid line
between education that is ordinary and practical and
education that is exceptional and ideal. They provide
both, equipping students to deal with the realities of the
"real world" as well as encouraging thoughtful examination of the world beyond.
On the down-to-earth side, universities meet a variety
of important individual and societal needs in addition to
preparing students for employment. For instance, they
transmit knowledge, culture, and values; create new
knowledge; help youths develop socially and intellectually; promote economic and technological development;
and provide direct service to the public.
On the loftier side, universities attend to the human
mind and spirit. In this realm, the aim is to contemplate
the theory of things, pursue excellence, and to learn for
the sake of learning. The benefits of elevating education
to this level are less tangible, but no less important.
"Entering the university is the invitation to become a
new person .... by going forth to learn, there is set in
motion the vital process that links past and present, and
is the substance of hope for the future, not only of the
child himself, but also of his family and of his nation,"
Norman Edward Fehl, an academic administrator, wrote
in the 1960s.
"Real knowledge and wisdom is not in-depth knowledge of a subject or the accumulation of knowledge
from several subjects. Higher education aims at the
making of a mind, not the filling of a head with facts."
To accomplish that elusive goal, universities seek to:
Emphasize the critical, interpretive, and creative
Teach principles that have universal rather than
limited application
Provide a depth of competence and a breadth of
perspective
Develop an excellence of the intellect
Re-establish the romance and adventure of learning
Instill greater insight and a deeper sense of purpose
Foster an appreciation of the past and a sharing of
the wisdom of many cultures

See related
stories
starting
on page 4.

Formal schooling goes way, way back

Concentrated learning in a formal atmosphere has been
traced back to 3000 B.C. in Egypt and Mesopotamia and
to the first and second millennium in places such as
China, India, Greece, Israel, Rome, and Persia.
Much of that early instruction focused on moral,
religious, and military education for upper-class males.
Basic schooling often ended around age seventeen and
advanced schooling around age twenty, except for those
entering particularly important fields such as theologythey were expected to continue their studies up to their
thirties or more.
Many civilizations used formal schooling to instill
their idea of virtue, or excellence, in nobles and members
of the clergy. The higher the education, the closer the
student came to religious purity, military prowess, or
some other high virtue, and the more useful the student
became to the state. But to attain such excellence
required proper preparation of body, mind, and spirit.

"Look to the essence of athing,
whether it be apoint of doctrine,
of practice, or of interpretation. "
-Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, 121·180

geometry, astronomy, and music (its theory and numerical laws). Great institutions arose to train scientists and
doctors, but most academies emphasized philosophy or
rhetoric.
That classical Greek tradition influenced Persian,
Roman, Byzantine, Christian, Muslim, and other learning. As time passed, cultures adapted it to suit their own
needs and embellished it with their own remarkable
scholarly contributions.

More than one way to skin a cat

Just as classical learning kept resurfacing around the
world, so did disputes about education.
"Where there is much desire to learn, there of necessity will be much arguing, much writing, many opinions;
for opinion in good men is but knowledge in the making," John Milton wrote in the seventeenth century.
Some of the divisions were outlined nearly 2,000 years
before Milton when the philosophy of Socrates and his
followers clashed with the more practical-minded
Sophists. Educational controversies such as these waxed
and waned for generations, only to reappear in force
when the Renaissance dawned.
Eleventh-century Europe was shrugging off feudalism
and experiencing a cultural reawakening. The forerunners of modern universities, "studia generalia," rediscovered the classical Greek tradition, which had been
preserved by Muslim scholars. The studia were loose
associations of students and masters that welcomed
foreign scholars. Local urban schools, they had no
permanent buildings and little corporate property. They
financed and governed themselves and gained prestige by
reputation and common consent.
Competition, educational disagreements, and quarrels
with townspeople and authorities led whole student
bodies to occasionally abandon one institution in favor of
populating or starting another one. At the same time,
dramatic social, political, and religious changes were
buffeting Europe, giving rise to a host of new philosophical ideas and educational movements.
"The Middle Ages were thus beset by a multiplicity of
ideas, both homegrown and imported from abroad," the
Encyclopedia Britannica says of the time. "The multiplicity of students and masters, their rivalries, and the
conflicts in which they opposed the religious and civil
authorities obliged the world of education to reorganize."

Continued on page 8
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Appointments, elections, and personnel changes

• Dr. Frank E. Rapley, superintendent of the
Kalamazoo Public Schools for the past fourteen
years, has been named dean of the College of
Education for a two-year period. In September
1997, the University will initiate a national
search for a dean and Rapley could be a candidate
at that time. Rapley, who's appointment will be
effective August 1 and includes being named a
Frank Rapley
professor in the Department of Educational
Leadership, replaces Dr. Charles M. Hodge, who resigned in
October. Dr. Donald E. Thompson, vice president for research,
will continue to serve as interim dean until August.
Under Thompson's leadership, the college recently completed
a master plan called "The State of the College: Shaping a New
Class of Educators." The plan will serve as a blueprint for the
college over the next two years. "In order to speed implementation of the plan, we wanted to delay our national search with the
appointment of Dr. Rapley," said Dr. Nancy S. Barrett, provost
and vice president for academic affairs. "With his experience and
knowledge of the college, he's a perfect choice to provide immediate leadership and direction." Previously, Rapley was a deputy
superintendent and assistant superintendent with the Jefferson
County Public Schools in Louisville, Kentucky. He also has been
a mathematics teacher and department head in schools in St.
Paul, Minnesota; Japan; and Turkey.
• Matt Kurz, B.A. '69, has been named assistant
vice president for external affairs and director of
marketing, public relations, and communications. Kurz replaces Martin R. "Joe" Gagie, who's
serving as senior advisor to the president until he
retires December 31. A marketing task force
recommended creating the assistant vice president post as well as a campuswide marketing,
Matt Kurz
advertising, and communications program that
this executive would coordinate. For the past year, Kurz has been
a partner in the Chicago firm of Ririe-Kurz Communications,
specializing in advertising and public relations. From 1976 to
1995, he was an executive with the Chicago-based J. Walter
Thompson, one of the world's leading advertising agencies.
• Katherine Bing O'Shaughnessy has been
named the first coach for varsity women's soccer,
which will begin its inaugural season this fall.
O'Shaughnessy has spent the last two seasons as
assistant coach and recruiting coordinator at
Butler University in Indiana and as girls' program director and under-nineteen premier coach
for the Saints FC Soccer Club of Indianapolis.
Katherine
Butler won the 1995 Midwestern Collegiate
O'Shaughnessy
Conference title with a perfect 6-0 record.
• Dave Morin has been named head men's tennis
coach. Morin replaces Jack Vredevelt, who retired
after the 1996 season following twenty-three years
at the helm. Morin has been head coach at Bowling Green State University in Ohio for the past five
years and was an assistant coach at the University
of Minnesota, his alma mater. In 1994 he was
selected Mid-American Conference "coach of the
Dave Morin
year." Vredevelt is a three-time MAC "coach of the
year," last earning the honor in 1996.
• Beverly A. Moore, M.S.W. '82, a former
Kalamazoo mayor, has been named director of
the Institute for the Study of Race and Ethnic
Relations, the first institute of its kind at a public
university in Michigan when it was established in
1989. Moore replaces Dr. Earl M. Washington,
who was dividing his time as director with duties
as assistant dean of the College of Arts and SciBeverly Moore
ences. She has been executive director of
HealthConnect for the past two years and was director of admissions and student services in WMU's School of Social Work from
1984 to 1993. Moore's appointment reflects a desire to
strengthen the institute with a full-time director and complements the unit's transfer to the Office of the Provost, which is
making its University-wide role more obvious.
• Tracy A. Connelly, B.A. '86, has been named
director of corporate and foundation relations.
Connelly replaces Pamela D. McElroy, who accepted a position with the Perrigo Company in
Allegan. He will establish and maintain relationships with corporations and foundations, providing avenues for those organizations to support
WMU. He also will direct the efforts to expand
Tracy Connelly
private funding for the sciences in conjunction
with the retrofitting of Wood Hall and construction of the new
Science Research Pavilion. Connelly had been assistant director
of alumni relations since 1987 and as a student, served as assistant director of freshman orientation and assistant director of a
residence hall.
• Carol J. Conklin, B.A. '90, has been named
assistant director of alumni relations. Conklin
replaces Tracy A. Connelly. She will act as a
liaison between the University and the sixteen
chapters of the WMU Alumni Association. She
also will work to develop new chapters. Since
1994, she was a recruitment services specialist in
WMU's Career Services. Previously, she was the
Carol Conklin
public relations and fund development coordinator for Kalamazoo's Community Access Center.
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Awards, honors, and significant recognitions

• Jack and the late Betty Ragotzy, founders of the Barn Theatre
in Augusta, will receive honorary degrees at the June 22 commencement. The couple is being recognized for their contributions to the arts at the Barn, the state's oldest resident summer
theater. "Under Jack's consistent artistic leadership and Betty's
keen arts management sense, this dynamic duo became a treasure to the community, the region, and the state," President
Diether H. Haenicke said.
Over the years, hundreds of actors have started their careers
at the Barn and gone on to the professional stage as well as film
and television. Among those carrying with them the training
fostered by the Ragotzy family and staff are dozens of WMU
graduates, including Barbara Marineau, B.A. '72, and Marin
Mazzie, B.S. '82, who have performed in many recent Broadway
and off-Broadway productions.
• The University's majestic clock tower has been named for the
parents of the late Helen J. Frays of Kalamazoo, a 1934 WMU
graduate and major donor to the University. Her parents were
Thomas and Mary Stewart of Kalamazoo. Frays died April 10,
1994, after expressing the wish that WMU name its new clock
tower for her parents. The tower connects Waldo Library and the
University Computing Center and has become a major campus
landmark.
• The Michigan Association of Governing Boards of State Universities honored two WMU faculty members and two students
April 9. The MAGB, which includes representatives from the
governing boards of the state's fifteen public universities, each
year honors two distinguished
faculty members and two outstanding students from each
institution.
Those honored from WMU
were: philosophy professor Dr.
Shirley Bach, an expert on biomedical ethics who won a WMU
Shirley Bach
D. Terry Williams
Alumni Teaching Excellence
Award in 1979; professor and
chairperson of the Department of Theatre Dr. D. Terry Williams,
who has directed more than seventy-five productions for educational and professional theatres
and was a key figure in WMU's
recent expansion of its theatre
facility; senior AndrewS. Gould,
B.B.A. '96, from Lansing, who
majored in advertising and
promotion, graduated with
highest honors, and was named
the Department of Marketing's
Andrew Gould
Elizabeth Skidmore
Presidential Scholar, WMU's
highest honor for a senior; and senior Elizabeth R. Skidmore
from Grand Ledge, who is majoring in occupational therapy and
was named the Department of Occupational Therapy's Presidential Scholar.
• Roy S. Roberts, B.B.A. '70, has been named
corporate executive of the year by Black Enterprise magazine. Roberts, a former WMU trustee,
is general manager of the Pontiac-GMC Division
of the General Motors Corporation.
"Roy Roberts exemplifies the best in AfricanAmerican leadership and managerial talent. As
one of the auto industry's most astute corporate
Roy Roberts
executives, he's charged with leading his company into the next century," said the magazine's publisher. A
high-level GM executive added that "This award acknowledges
Roy's outstanding vision and leadership. He's an extraordinary
individual, dedicated to the success of General Motors and the
betterment of his community."
• WMU's improvisational theatre production Great SexpeclaLions, which depicts college students confronting sexual decisions, was selected for performance at this years's national meeting of the American College Health Association in Orlando,
Florida. The 5,000-member ACHA is the professional organization for clinical and community health professionals providing
services for higher education institutions.
The show has just completed its fifth year of touring and
during the fall semester, performances reached more than 2,700
college students in Kalamazoo and the surrounding region. It
uses the power of improvisation and a talented student cast to
create scenarios that address a variety of sexual concerns facing
young adults. Its goal is to help audiences explore myths and
realities of sexuality, minimize risk behaviors, and enhance skills
for healthy sexual expression.

Departments, programs, and academic activities

• Engineering students preparing for the world of product
design as well as fine arts students aiming for careers in theatrical design are finding common ground in a new computing
facility tailored to meet the design needs of four separate program disciplines. The new design studio, which recently opened
in the Gilmore Theatre Complex, is the hub of a network that
gives WMU students the unusual ability to use design software
for both Macintosh and IBM platforms together on the same
computers.
The availability of the two platforms allows sophisticated,
dimensionally accurate programs that characterize computeraided drafting software to be integrated with Macintosh imaging
programs that allow for such advanced visualization applications
as three-dimensional views and animation. The cutting-edge

system also includes satellite computer laboratories located in
North Hall, Sangren Hall, and the Trimpe Building that will be
linked to the Gilmore facility.
• WMU has joined the International Student Exchange Program, a membership organization of U.S. universities and colleges and foreign higher education institutions from Argentina
to Zambia that gives students a new affordable option to study
abroad at some 120 university sites in thirty-nine countries.
ISEP offers both semester and full-year exchanges in fifty-six
disciplinary fields. Sites abroad are located in Africa, Latin
America, Asia, Europe, and North America and range from eighteen universilies in France to the University of the South Pacific
in the Fiji islands.
ISEP uses a "trading places" concept, where students pay
tuition, fees, and room and board to their home institutions,
which in turn create an equal number of "places" and sets of
benefits for foreign students to use. This means WMU students
can study abroad for about the same cost as in-state charges at
WMU plus airfare.
• The master of business administration degree program has
been revamped for fall 1996, making it more user friendly and
responsive to issues in today's business environment as well as
shortening the amount of time it takes those without a bachelor
of business administration degree to complete their MBA requirements. The new program features streamlined prerequisites, an integrated core of mostly new courses, a variety of
electives, and a new capstone course in addition to some other
offerings, such as Saturday classes and overseas seminars.
It was unveiled in Grand Rapids. Of the 1,000 active MBA
students, more than 500 take classes through WMU's Grand
Rapids Regional Center. About 400 enroll in courses at the
Kalamazoo campus, while the rest take courses through WMU's
Southwest Regional Center in St. Joseph and through its satellite MBA program, which reaches fourteen sites across the state
and is the only such program in Michigan. WMU offers the only
accredited MBA program on the west side of the state and is one
of only 271 schools in the nation accredited at both the undergraduate and graduate levels by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business. Some 1,200 institutions in the United
States offer degrees in business and economics.
• WMU is the newest partner in Direction Center of Grand
Rapids, a management resource for nonprofit organizations. It
was created five years ago through a consortium between the
Heart of West Michigan United Way, the Grand Rapids Foundation, and Grand Valley State University. The Frey Foundation of
Grand Rapids also recently became a partner. Last year, the
center provided services to nearly 1,300 nonprofit agencies in
West Michigan. Examples include strategic planning, market
research, management training and consultation, proposal or
grant application critiquing, and diversity training.
"These community institutions recognized a need for nonprofit organizations to have high quality, low cost professional
consulting, training, and research services that would enhance
their operations, governance, and leadership capacities," Barbara
A. Greene, president of the center, said. "Direction Center is able
to provide these services today, in large part, through a large
pool of community volunteer professionals and through the use
of higher education faculty and students."
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Faculty member donates salary to economics department
Rawlinson Center's first
that pays for all of
Dr. Salim E. Harik, associate professor of economics, has
advisory board comprised donated
his entire 1995-96 net salary to Western Michitheir education
gan University's Department of Economics through the
expenses. In return,
of world renowned scholars WMU Foundation.
recipients must
Seven internationally known medieval studies scholars
have been named to the first advisory board of Western
Michigan University's Richard Rawlinson Center for
Anglo-Saxon Studies and Manuscript Research.
The board will meet each May at the International
Congress on Medieval Studies, says Dr. Paul E.
Szarmach, director of WMU's Medieval Institute, which
plays host to this international event. Board members, he
says, are charged with overseeing the center's development as it expands its collections, maintains its links
with international research projects, and supports special
lectures, programs, and courses.
The Rawlinson Center is
named for an eighteenthcentury scholar who founded
and endowed the Chair of
Anglo-Saxon Study at Oxford.
Rawlinson was a prominent
teacher, author, and collector
who was a contemporary of
Isaac Newton and a bishop of
the Church of England.
The center was funded by
Georgian Rawlinson Tashjian,
Richard Rawlinson
B.A. '36, and David R. Tashjian,
B.A. '35, to honor Georgian's
ancestor and recognize his contributions to the academic
life of the English-speaking world.
Serving four-year terms on the advisory board are: Dr.
Antonette diPaolo Healey of the University of Toronto,
who directs the Dictionary of Old English, the field's
most prestigious research project; Dr. Catherine Karkov
of Miami University of Ohio, an expert in Anglo-Saxon
archaeology; and Dr. D. G. Scragg, director of the
Manchester Centre of Anglo-Saxon Studies at the
University of Manchester, England, the world's only other
Anglo-Saxon study center.
Serving three-year terms on the board are: Dr.
Michelle Brown of London, one of the British Library's
major manuscript scholars; Dr. Kevin S. Kiernan of the
University of Kentucky, who co-directs the "Electronic
Beowulf'' project with Szarmach; Dr. Hans Sauer of the
Technical University of Dresden, Germany, who is coeditor of the journal, Anglia; and Dr. Patrick Wormald, a
major Anglo-Saxon historian from Christ Church College
at Oxford University, England.
The board's secretary this year is Dr. Timothy C.
Graham, a researcher from Cambridge, England, who is a
visiting scholar to WMU's Medieval Institute.
Major efforts of the center include serving as one of
three home sites for the "Electronic Beowulf'' project,
which focuses on digital imaging of the ancient manuscript for research and teaching. The Rawlinson Center
also publishes the Old English Newsletter as well as
Sources ofAnglo-Saxon Literary Culture, a reference
tool that catalogs scholarly sources in the field.
Starting this year, the center played a major role in
the annual International Congress on Medieval Studies
by organizing sessions on Anglo-Saxon studies and
sponsoring a Richard Rawlinson Congress Speaker to
address Anglo-Saxon issues outside the field of literature.

The contribution, valued at $35,000, will fund four
Harik Doctoral Associateships for Ph.D. students in the
applied economics program. WMU officials said they
know of no other instance of such a gift at any other
institution.
"We are deeply appreciative of Dr. Harik's remarkable
generosity," said Dr. Diether H. Haenicke, WMU president. "It reflects a unique commitment to his discipline,
his department, the University, and the education of
students."
"This is the best investment anyone could make," said
Harik, who indicated he was able to make such a gift
because of good investments he himself had made. "It
helps to focus resources where they are most needed in
the department, which is in the new Ph.D. program."
Dr. Werner Sichel, chairperson of the Department of
Economics, termed the donation a wonderful, heartfelt
gesture by Dr. Harik and his family. "His generosity has
made a tremendous difference in the lives of four
students, as well as in our program. I know of no other
case, at any institution, where a professor has given up
his entire salary to help students," Sichel said.
The associateships provide recipients with a stipend

perform teaching
assistant or research
assistant duties.
Students do not
apply specifically for
these associateships.
Instead, they apply to
the applied economics program in
general and for
financial aid in
general. A committee Salim Harik
then grants the Harik
awards to the most deserving applicants.
Harik joined WMU's faculty in 1976. He has previously
supported the University through two other programs
that he established with his brother, Dr. Bassam E.
Harik, also a WMU associate professor of economics.
One is a small loans program for graduate students,
which honors their mother, Marie. The other is an award
honoring their father, Elias. It's given to one economics
student each spring, based on outstanding academic
performance.

Poised to become second largest league

Mid-American Conference celebrating fiftieth year
The Mid-American Conference (MAC) turned fifty this
year, and there's plenty to celebrate in addition to
reaching the half-century mark.
Founded in 1946 with five participating schools, the
MAC was the nation's sixth athletic conference. Today, it
represents ten institutions in Michigan, Ohio, and
Indiana, including
Ohio University, the
YEARS
lone remaining
charter member, and
Western Michigan
University, which
joined the conference
one year after its
founding.
1996
The MAC has
evolved into one of
MID-AMERICAN CONFERENCE
ten Division 1-A
leagues and is the country's fourth largest in terms of its
member institutions' undergraduate enrollment. Currently the only Division I-A conference with its own Hall
of Fame, the MAC has produced a long list of notable
sports figures, a list that includes Olympic gold medalists; professional baseball, football, basketball, and golf
stars; national-level game officials; and high-profile
coaches and players in numerous sports.
The MAC has consistently been in the forefront of
helping to develop national legislation that has enhanced
the academic integrity of intercollegiate athletics. In fact,
it had an academic progress rule, strengthened admittance standards, and qualitative grade point average
requirements for its student-athletes long before the
National Collegiate Athletic Association adopted or
discussed implementing such academic standards.
In addition, the conference's ruling body voted in 1980
to broaden the MAC by bringing women's athletics into
the conference structure. The move has resulted in the
league sponsoring nineteen championships, ten in men's
sports and nine in women's sports.

Drawing upon its firm foundation, the MAC is now
projecting an even stronger future. Three new members
will be added before the end of the decade, making the
MAC the second largest conference in the country.
Marshall University in West Virginia and Northern
Illinois University are scheduled to join in 1997 while the
University at Buffalo in New York is scheduled to join in
1998 or 1999.
The conference's celebration of its long and rich
history culminated in a reunion banquet and golf outing
this month in Toledo, Ohio, where the league is headquartered. Numerous MAC stars were on hand, including
many members of the MAC Hall of Fame, which was
established in 1988 and now has fifty-two members. New
classes were inducted each year up until1992 , when
officials began inducting members in even-numbered
years.

MAC institutions and year they joined

Ohio University, 1946
Miami University, 1947
Western Michigan University, 1947
University of Toledo, 1950
Kent State University, 1951

Bowling Green State University, 1952
Central Michigan University, 1971
Eastern Michigan University, 1971
Ball State University, 1973
University of Akron, 1992

WMU MAC Hall of Fame
members and year inducted

Manny Newsome; basketball; 1988
Charlie Maher; baseball; 1989
Ira Murchison; track and field; 1990
Bill Lajoie; baseball; 1991

Fran Ebert; softball, basketball,
coach; 1992
John Gill ; athlete, coach, administrator; 1994

MAC-sponsored sports championships

Baseball
Basketball (men's and women's)
Cross country (men's and women's)
Field hockey (women's)
Football
Golf (men's)
Gymnastics (women's)

Soccer (men's)
Softball
Swimming (men's and women's)
Track and field (men's and women's)
Tennis (men's and women's)
Volleyball
Wrestling

Sky Broncos take second place in national flying contest
Western Michigan University's football team is a winner in the
community as well as on the field and in the classroom. The
team has made a conscious effort to become more involved in
the community, given that players and coaches can serve as
positive role models. They participate in various activities
throughout the year and make themselves available to a wide
range of nonprofit organizations. "Throughout each experience,
the message is clear. Great things can be accomplished with
hard work and a positive attitude," says head coach AI Molde,
who along with senior Enc Sain, is pictured here in front of the
1995 team members who participated in last year's Kalamazoo
Walk for the Homeless.

Western Michigan University's precision flying team, the
Sky Broncos, captured both a second place finish and the
designation as next year's host team at the National
Intercollegiate Flying Association's championship
competition in Florida this spring.
The Sky Broncos placed second to the team from the
University of North Dakota, the defending national
champions. This marks the fifth consecutive year the
WMU fliers have placed in the top three at the twenty-sixteam national meet.
"We're ecstatic and very, very proud of the accomplishments of our team and coach," says Joseph H. Dunlap,
director of WMU's School of Aviation Sciences. "Their
hard work paid off in this extremely close competition."

Coming in third and fourth, respectively, behind the
Sky Broncos were this year's host, Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, and the U.S. Air Force Academy.
WMU learned during the event's award ceremony that it
has been selected to host next year's competition.
The national event will take place in late April or early
May at theW. K. Kellogg Airport in Battle Creek, which
soon will become the home of WMU's School of Aviation
Sciences. Renovation of existing facilities is now under
way and new building construction at the airport is about
to begin. The project is due for completion in mid-1997.
The last time the Sky Broncos acted as the host team
was in 1983, the same year the team last won the national championship.
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College of Arts and Sciences reflects higher learning at its best
Western Michigan
University's College of
Arts and Sciences
epitomizes many of the fundamental ideals and principles
that make modern universities unique. Of WMU's eight
colleges, Arts and Sciences most closely parallels the
overall mission of WMU itself.
Both the college and the University are concerned
with developing undergraduate students into better
citizens as well as liberally educated adults.
"Development issues are the heart of the arts and
sciences experience, whether the student is studying
philosophy, history, or physics," explains Dr. Elise B.
Jorgens, interim dean of the College of Arts and Sciences.
In addition, Jorgens says, both the college and the
University are concerned with practical education and
with "higher" learning. They strive to offer excellent
professional and pre-professional training in specific
disciplines while expanding the learning experience
beyond everyday realities.
WMU performs those important roles by providing a
variety of programs and services for the general student
population that encourage personal, intellectual, and
cultural growth; supporting its eight colleges; overseeing
hundreds of academic offerings; and requiring all
undergraduate students to take a combination of general
education courses in the humanities and fine arts, social
and behavioral sciences, natural sciences and mathematics, and the non-Western world.
The College of Arts and Sciences performs those
important roles by providing additional developmental
programs and services, acting as a liberal arts college
within WMU, and offering numerous master's and
doctoral programs, which provide students with a high
level of professional training that complements WMU's
degree-granting professional schools: the Haworth
College of Business and the Colleges of Education,
Engineering and Applied Sciences, Fine Arts, and Health
and Human Services.

he big pict

re

The College of Arts and Sciences is WMU's
largest academic unit, bolstering the
marvelous array of disciplinary studies
available at the University. Over the years it
has touched the lives of thousands of
alumni through its degree programs and
wide range of individual courses.

This past fall, the college continued to lead its counCollege of Arts and Sciences in 1970, especially as the
te'rparts in several categories, including number of
College of General Studies gained stature and units such
schools and departments (twenty), undergraduate
as the Departments of Art, Music, Theatre, and Social
enrollment (6,317), graduate enrollment (1,648), and
Work were transferred out of Arts and Sciences when
degree offerings (fifty-seven undergraduate majors, thirty
WMU established the Colleges of Fine Arts and Health
master's programs, two graduate certificate programs,
and Human Services.
one specialist program, and sixteen doctoral programs).
But other changes within the former liberal arts
In addition, it continues to support the largest
school were actually increasing the scope of its offerings.
number of laboratories, specialized academic programs,
New research centers and interdisciplinary programs
and research centers and
institutes on campus. Plus,
the college provides a
wealth of research opportunities, field experiences,
professional associations,
student organizations, and
other special programs and
activities to round out the
educational experience.
Truly a one-stop
shopping place for many
students, the College of
Arts and Sciences enrolls
nearly one-third of WMU's
on-campus students and
offers 42 percent of the
University's degree
programs. Moreover, it
supports scores of additional academic offerings
by providing numerous
degree options and
The largest of Western Michigan University's colleges, Arts and Sciences enrolls the most students,
emphases and by providing
offers the most programs, and supports the largest collection of laboratories and research centers.
most of the non-education
courses required for a host of teaching programs.
were being developed, starting a trend toward the
Indeed, it offers fields of study from "A" to "Z" through
innovative programming that the college still demonits School of Public Affairs and Administration and its
strates today.
Departments of Anthropology, Biological Sciences,
Currently, the College of Arts and Sciences offers ten
Chemistry, Communication, Comparative Religion,
interdisciplinary programs that bring multiple departComputer Science, Economics, English, Geology,
ments and curricular units together so that students can
Geography, History, Foreign Languages and Literatures,
gain the broad perspective they need to make the most of
Mathematics and Statistics,
these special studies.
Philosophy, Political Science,
Not surprisingly, they reflect the diversity inherent in
Physics, Psychology, Science
the college, encompassing the fields of American studies,
Studies, and Sociology.
black Americana studies, criminal justice, environmental
Originally called the School
studies, international and area studies (African, Asian,
of Liberal Arts, the College of
European, and Latin American), medieval studies,
Arts and Sciences initially
science and mathematics teaching, social science
~ provided the substantive
teaching, women's studies, and world literature.
~ knowledge required of most
A university centerpiece
~ teaching students when WMU
The College of Arts and Sciences' role in supporting the
~ was a teacher-preparation
liberal arts takes two forms and is a key factor in underinstitution. However, in 1957,
standing
its educational goals.
the school's faculty and curricuOn the one hand, it provides a separate general
lum expanded rapidly after the Soviet Union launched
education program, the Liberal Education Curriculum,
Sputnik, the first earth satellite.
for students in the college, while its departments provide
Perceiving a technology gap, U.S. leaders called on the
most of the approved general education courses that
nation's higher education institutions to provide more
students from other colleges are required to take.
scientific and technical training. As WMU answered the
On the other hand, it offers a wide range of majors,
call, the School of Liberal Arts grew.
The University's professional schools depended upon it minors, and graduate programs in liberal arts disciplines
ranging from anthropology to zoology.
for liberal arts courses as well as some technical back"A College of Arts and Sciences is the centerpiece of a
ground courses. At the same time, it enrolled larger
university. A university system needs that centerpiece to
numbers of teaching students, increased the number of
provide the academic heart of its offerings," Jorgens says.
its pre-professional programs, and introduced additional
bachelors, master's, and doctoral programs. Curricular
changes continued after the school was renamed the
Continued on page 8
°Q.I

Arts and Sciences employs many of WMU's best teachers, including
English professor and acclaimed author Stuart J. Dybeck (above), and
biological sciences teaching assistant Wesley Fisher (above right).

Wh t they're saying about getting an Arts and Sciences education

PH.D IN SOCIOLOGY, 1979
SPECIALITY PROGRAM IN

DR. ROBERT J. ACKERMAN

MARC A. HUMPHREY

JOCELYN R. POORMAN

MATHEMATICS AND
PHYSICS MAJOR

ANTHROPOLOGY AND
ENGLISH MAJOR

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE,

General education: "General
education courses are my only
escape from a math or physics
environment. ... I think they're
very important to bring awareness
of other fields" (and what I
studied) "will enrich my understanding of the world. " Special
opportunities:
" ... as a senior
in high school, I came here and
the chairperson of the physics department took me out to
lunch and told me I should get involved in undergraduate
research. Otherwise, I wouldn't have known about it. Approximately half of everything I've learned in college has been
through independent research and working with . . . faculty
members. Dr. (Nora) Berrah, especially, has opened more
doors than I could ever thank her for. She's led the way to
many different opportunities."

1977

General education: "My
doctorate is in sociology and my
cognate area was in counseling
and personnel. The courses
outside of sociology have helped
me tremendously. I work at a
university, but I'm professionally
involved with treating troubled families and especially their
impact on children. The outside courses not only allowed me
to expand on my discipline, but also provided me with
additional tools that could be applied. " Overall education: "My
experiences and education from the sociology department and
Specialty Program in Alcohol and Drug Abuse at WMU were a
gift. They have allowed me to pursue what I have always
wanted to do and few people can say that. "

General education: "Pursuing a
double major has made me aware
of the many connections between
not only these two areas, but
other disciplines within the
College of Arts and Sciences as
well. Philosophy, anthropology,
history, English-these
and many
other branches of study all
contribute to a broader, more
integrated view of the world." Special opportunities:
"I have
been fortunate to have had excellent professors ... , along with
the support of the Lee Honors College. The WMU Undergraduate Research and Creative Activities Award made it possible
for me to travel to the Smithsonian Institution to pursue
research that will be valuable in my future studies."

the Westerner, May 1996
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Lights bum brightly in College of Arts and Sciences research facilities
The College of Arts and Sciences offers abundant opportunities for students to conduct research, learn hands-on,
and serve the public, as the following representative
sampling of special facilities shows.
Graduate and undergraduate students alike can
enhance their learning experiences by working closely
with faculty and staff members in countless community
partnerships. Whether expanding the frontiers of basic
knowledge or solving "real-world" problems, the lights
burn brightly in the college's centers, institutes, and
laboratories.

Center for Electron Microscopy

Established in 1986 and overseen by the Department of
Biological Sciences, this center conducts research on a
contract basis with business and industry while serving
the academic needs of faculty and student researchers.
Detecting tumor viruses and analyzing stream pollution
number among its more significant research projects.

Center for Research into
Environmental Signal Transduction

Another prominent research center overseen by the
Department of Biological Sciences was established in
1994. This interdisciplinary center combines the talents
of researchers from biological sciences, the Department
of Chemistry, and the Center for Electron Microscopy.
Their work focuses on how environmental pollutants
affect cell function and produce genetic changes in
cells-processes
that can result in cancer, cardiovascular
disease, neurological problems, and birth defects.

Center for Science Education

Established in 1988 and administered by the Department
of Science Studies, this comprehensive center serves
WMU and teachers in numerous ways. It coordinates,
develops, and initiates graduate and undergraduate
science programs for the College of Arts and Sciences
and helps campus researchers develop grant proposals. It
also serves as a resource and consulting center and
provides workshops and training programs for teachers
across Michigan.

Center for the Study of Ethics in Society

Established in 1985 and administered by the Department
of Philosophy, this center was the first of its kind at a
Michigan public university. It supports and encourages
teaching, service, research, and faculty development in
applied and professional ethics fields ranging from
business and communication to biomedical sciences and
engineering. In addition to research projects, its activities include consulting, providing speakers on timely
issues, organizing workshops, and presenting cooperative
community/university
programs.

Center for Women's Studies

Established in 1976 and administered by the Women's
Studies Program, this center merges the program's
academic and research activities. Among its major
activities are coordinating the interdisciplinary women's
studies major and minor, which examine women's
experiences, perspectives, and contributions. Other
activities include conducting research and sponsoring a
speaker series, workshops, and women's research
network. The center also houses a satellite resource
library and offers support and advocacy for women who
are pursuing research.

Concurrent Computation Research Center

Established in 1992 by the College of Arts and Sciences,
this interdisciplinary center is led by the Department of
Computer Science. Home to WMU's supercomputer, the
most powerful supercomputer of its kind in Michigan, it
aids campus researchers in breaking new ground in
computational science and serves as a resource for a
variety of high-technology industries.

Geographic Information Systems Center

Established in 1992 and overseen by the Department of
Geography, this center combines computing technology
with traditional geographic data and digitized satellite
information to produce customized information about an
area that can be used by local government officials to
make land use and resource management decisions and
enhance economic development.

Institute for Government and Politics

Established in 1979 and overseen by the Department of
Political Science, this institute's primary interest is
applying political science training in and out of the
classroom. Staff members conduct original research;
publish monographs and papers; convene conferences,
seminars, and symposia; consult with public agencies and
governmental units; participate in public education
activities; and coordinate departmental internships.

Institute for Water Sciences

Established in 1987 under the auspices of the College of
Arts and Sciences, this institute coordinates the work of
faculty and research staff in seven departments that are
actively involved in water research. Activities include
developing academic programs; doing research and
collecting data pertaining to water resource quality and
quantity; and providing public service, informational
presentations, and training in the water sciences.
Projects range from studying leaking underground tanks
to participating in the Michigan Groundwater Education
Program. Information and consulting is made available
to business, industry, government, and the public.

Right: Or. Elen C. Cutrim, geography, and
Or. William A. Sauck, geology, are key
participants in a five-year study of the
environmental effects of rapid population
growth in the Amazon. Some of their
work is being done through the
Geographic Information Systems Center
and the Institute for Water Sciences.

Mathematics Education Center

Established in 1993 and overseen by the Department of
Mathematics and Statistics, this center makes WMU
resources available to school districts in West Michigan
as they work to improve mathematics education. The
center serves as a focus for developing and offering
school programs requested by school districts and
providing teachers with information on new ideas, new
curricular materials, and new technology.

Medieval Institute

Established in 1962 under the auspices of the College of
Arts and Sciences, this internationally known institute is
a leader in advancing knowledge of life in the Middle
Ages. It's one of the broadest institutes on campus,
offering two academic programs (an undergraduate
minor and a master's degree), conducting research, and
engaging in educational activities. Also, for some thirty
years, it has sponsored the International Congress on
Medieval Studies, which is the largest annual gathering
of medieval scholars in the world.
Furthermore, the institute is associated with several
other related facilities. It houses Medieval Institute
Publications and New Issues Press, both of which publish
research findings and scholarly works in the middle ages
idiom. It also oversees the Richard Rawlinson Center for
Anglo-Saxon Studies, which was established in 1994 and
fosters teaching and research in Anglo-Saxon England
history and culture and in manuscript studies (see page 3
for additional information).
In addition, the Medieval Institute is closely associated
with the Institute of Cistercian Studies. Established in
1973, this institute is centered around a library of
scholarly and early printed books, incunabula, and
medieval manuscripts and conducts research, presents
special exhibits, and participates in a variety of projects
and conferences. Cistercian Studies also houses
Cistercian Publications, a nonprofit publisher of translations and studies of Christian monastic texts.

Physics Tandem Laboratory

Established in 1969 and overseen by the Department of
Physics, this laboratory operates a six million-volt
tandem Van de Graaff particle accelerator that is used by
campus researchers and instructors and is available for
collaborative studies with scientists from major universities and laboratories around the country, including the
Argonne National Laboratory.

Below: Some of the
nation's best known
ethics experts are at
WMU, such as Or.
Michael S. Pritchard,
who heads the Center
for the Study of Ethics
in Society and has
written, edited, or
collaborated on ten
books, including the
widely acclaimed 1991
volume, On Becoming
Responsi ble.

Right center: Or. Christian R. Hirsch
(standing), mathematics and statistics, is
working with the Mathematics Education
Center to develop curricular materials that
will improve mathematics teaching nationally.
Hirsch and two colleagues, Or. Robert A.
Laing and Or. Ruth Ann Meyer, have won
nearly $10 million in grants during the last
five years to reform mathematics education
in the state and nation.

Right and right center: The Medieval
Institute, already internationally known as one
of the world's foremost centers studying the
Middle Ages, is becoming a study in contradictions. Although immersed in examining and
preserving the past, it's
increasingly using more
modern methods to do so.
For instance, the institute
and its director, Or. Paul E.
Szarmach (shown), have
come to the rescue of
Beowulf, whose exploits
were first detailed in a
thousand-year -oldmanuscript that's now
badly deteriorated. Using sophisticated computer
technology, the institute's Rawlinson Center for
Anglo-Saxon Studies is home to a fully digitized
image of the sole Beowulf manuscript, giving
scholars access to this epic tale via the Internet
and reducing the need for researchers to
handle the priceless work of antiquity.

Kercher Center for Social Research

Established in 1952 and overseen by the Department of
Sociology, this center conducts research; does consulting
for business concerns and governmental, public, and
private agencies; and helps campus researchers with
everything from obtaining external funding and designing studies to publishing their research findings.

Above photo courtesy of
Research and Sponsored Programs.
All other theme photos by Neil Rankin.
Theme stories by Jeanne Baron, M.A. '89,
with assistance from Cheryl Roland.

Left: The Department of
Biological Sciences'
electron microscope is
used in a variety of
collaborative projects
that are improving the
quality of life as well as
expanding the frontiers
of knowledge.

the Westerner, May 1996
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Classnotes-------------------------- Grand Rapids celebrates
1910-59

• Arlene Rockelman Oakley, BA
'46, serves as an officer for the un
City Center branch oftheAAUWand
the Michigan Association of Retired
School Personnel-Sun City Chapter,
and as a board member for Mary and
Martha House-a shelter for abused
women and children. Oakley is a
former secretary and presidentofthe
Inter-Chapter Council of Alpha Beta
Epsilon and organizer and president
of the Kappa Chapter of ABE, Sun
City, FL.
Norman Kaplan, BA '51, is employed as a contractor in Springfield,
IL.
• Frank Schnese, BS '52, MA '60,
was recently inducted into the St.
Joseph High School Coaches and
Athletes Hall of Fame, St. Joseph.

1960-69

Beverly Spisak Devyak, BA '65,
in August was appointed to the
Michigan Women's Commission by
Gov. John Engler. Devyak is executive secretary to the managing partner/CEO, Roney & Co., Detroit, and
an adjunct associate professor of biology at Schoolcraft College.
Herbert E. Everss, BS '65, in
December was named vice president
and account executive of sales for
Siemens Automotive, Auburn Hills.
Dr. Michael Lee, MSLS '65, is director of libraries for the Chinese
University of Hong Kong.
• Richard E. Todd, BS '65, MA '71,
recently was named public cultural
arts coordinator, Chula Vista, CA,
and president of African American
Fine Arts in San Diego.
Dr. Peter Krawutschke, BA '66,
MA '67, was recently appointed president of American Translators Association, Alexandria, VA.
D. James McDowell, BS '66, in
January was named executive vtce
president of Affinity Croup, Inc., as
well as president and chief executive officer of Club Operations,
Ventura, CA.
• Robert L. Murray, BA '67, was selected as Class B State Boy's Tennis
Coach of the Year by the Michigan
High School Tennis Coaches Association at the 1995 summer meeting in Lansing. Murray is the boys'
and girls' tennis coach at Warren
Woods Tower High School.
Pamela Gwynn Voss, BS '68, was
recently named state director of
SADD-Michigan. Student Leadership Services of Michigan is the
umbrella organization SADD (StudentsAgainst Driving Drunk), Warren.
• Duane Knapp, BBA '69, in December was named executive vice
president of strategy and development for Cinnabon World Famous
Cinnamon Rolls, Seattle WA.

Mennonite Church, Louisville, OH.
Joan E. Bauer, BA '71, in November was elected to serve a four-year
term on the Lansing City Council as
a member-at-large.
Thomas E. Haan, BBA '71, in
January was appointed group vice
president and president of the Fluid
Sealing Business UnitoftheDuriron
Co., Inc., as a result of the Duriron/
Durametallic Corp. merger. Haan,
now responsible for Durametallic's
global operations and subsidiary
companies, is based in Kalamazoo.
• Dr. Joel L. Olah, BA '71 , is executive director of Aging Resources of
Central lowa, Des Moines, IA.
George W. Schmedlen, L.P.A., BA
'71, recently joined the law firm of
Waldheger, Coyne & Associates,
Cleveland, OH.
• Barbara Marineau, BA '72 , has
been offered the role of Mrs. Lovett
in Sweeney Todd opposite opera star
Timothy Nolen at the Goodspeed
Opera House in Connecticut. The
production opened in mid-April and
will run through late June.
James Mesack, BS '74, was recently promoted to manager-information systems technical support
for the Amway Corp., Ada.

1975-79

• Darrell A. Lindman, BA '75, in
January was elected to the board of
directors and to the office of president of the law firm of Fraser
Trebilcock Davis & Foster, P.C. ,
Lansing.
Daniel G. Stuart, BBA '75, was
recently named vice president, retail sales division, Certain Teed Corp., Valley Forge, PA.
Sharon K. Mrozek, BBA '76, recently joined Sobieski Federal Savings and Loan as vice president of
operations, South Bend, IN.
• James G. Williams, BBA '76, was
recently elected president of the
1996 National Cherry Festival held
in Traverse City in July.
FrankJ. Roney, BBA'77, in January was named general manager,
consulting and systems integration
for the Integrated Systems Solutions
Corp., a wholly-owned subsidiary of
IBM, Southfield.
John A. Grix, BBA '78, was recently hired as project manager for

• Denotes Alumni
Association member
Denotes association
nonmember
Municipalities listed without a
state are located in Michigan

Commercial Contracting Corp.,
Troy.
Michael E. Idzkowski, BBA '78,
recently became assistant attorney
general for the state of Ohio.
• John C. Klarquist, BBA '79, was
recently awarded designation of
Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter by the American Institute for
CPCU. Klarqu ist is a team coordi nator at EDS, Plano, TX.
Jana Kooi, MA '79, was honored
as a 1995 Women on the Move by
the YWCA, Tucson,AZ. Kooi is president of Pima Community College in
Tucson.
John E. Turner, BA '79, is the
newly elected judge to the Washington State Court of Appeals, Olympia, WA ..

1980-84

Gary B. Kushner, MPA '80, was
recently re-elected to the board of
directors of the Society for Human
Resource Management and will
serve as vice president-at-large.
Kushner is president of Kushner &
Co., Inc. Kalamazoo.
Barbara Power, BS '80, developed
and designed a publication which
received an Image Award and Judge's
Award from the Capital Chapter of
the Florida Public Relations Association in Tallahassee. The publication promoted her photographic art
exhibit of West African art and culture from Mali. Powers is director of
college relations at Bainbridge College in Georgia.
Dr. Osman M. Zain, BBA '80, is
professor of marketing at the University Kebangsaan, Malaysia.
Keith A. Ketterling, BBA '84, recently became a shareholder in the
firm of Stoll Stoll Berne Lokting &
Shlachter P.C., Portland, OR.
David B. McMullen, BS '84, was
recently elected a partner in the law

firm of Chapman and Cutler, Chicago, IL.
• Joan M. Orman, BA '84. ranked
third in the 1995 Michigan Mountain BikeAssociation Championship
Point Series in the Expert-Elite category of women mountain bike racers. Orman is director of marketing
for Gazelle Sports, Kalamazoo.

1985-89

Jeffrey W. Thompson, BBA '86,
was recently named an associate in
the East Lansing office of Plante &
Moran, LLP.
Greg Bouman, BBA '88, in December was promoted to ManagerNorth American Distributor Relations for the Amway Corp., Ada.
Shelley Townsend-Hudson, MFA
'88, is co-author with her husband,
Bob Hudson, of the recently published work, Companions for the
Soul, a daily devotional. TownsendHudson is also a book reviewer,
Grand Rapids.

Carol Kroell Black, B.S. '93, Kalamazoo
Babette Wolfgram Schmitt, B.A. '94, Portage
James B. Young, B.S. '66, M.A. '69, Sturgis
Philip A. Hoffman, B.S. '79, Smyrna, GA
lynda l. Hunt, B.B.A. '89, Kalamazoo
Francine Zeidman Rossi, B.A. '70, Russell, IL
R. David Koestner, B.B.A. '67, M.B.A. '69, Plainwell
Marcia Stachowiak Koestner, B.S. '74, M.A. '85,
Plainwell

1970-74

Dr. Betty Chang, MLS '70, EdD
'79, is an associate dean at the Hong
Kong Baptist University, Kowloon
Tong, Hong Kong.
• Melvin D. Leidig, BS '70, MA '72,
is serving as pastor of the Beech

Robert A. Dubault, MBA '90, recently joined the law firm of Warner
Norcross & Judd LLP, as an associate in the firm 's Muskegon office.
• Todd W. Turcotte, BBA '90, was
recently named in charge of plant
control for the Dana Corp ..
Bryon Eshleman, BBA '92, is corporate accountant, finance, for
Steelcase North America, Grand
Rapids.
Marine 1st Lt. David H.
Pettersson, BS '92, was recently
designated a naval aviator.
Pettersson received his flight trainingatTrainingAirWingTwo, Naval
Air Station, Kingsville, TX.
• James B. Thelen, BA '92, has
joined the law firm of Miller,
Canfield, Paddock and Stone, P.L.C. ,
as an associate in the Ldbor Practice
Croup, Kalamazoo.
Paul S. Jacobson, MA '93, in
January began working as an academic advisor at Western State College of Colorado.
• Sherri L. Williams Wisniewski,
BBA '93, in November was promoted
to staff accountant for Follmer,
Rudzewicz & Co., P.C., Southfield.

Jeffrey D. DeMeester, B.S. '95, Grandville
Peter A. Dual, B.B.A. '85, M.B.A. '94, San Diego, Ml
Dennis M. Louney, M.P.A. '94, Lansing
David A. Conrad, B.S. '85, Grand Rapids
Martha Stankey Conrad, B.S.E. '89, Grand Rapids
Katherine McGimpsey Connelly, B.B.A.'87, Kalamazoo
R. Eric Geil, B.S. '89, Bridgeport, CT
Daniel J. Wollschlager, B.B.A. '72, Livonia
C. Sherri Chmiel Martin, B.S. '94, Palatine, IL
Charles A. Martin, B.B.A. '91, Palatine, IL
Carol Schaefer Conklin, B.A. '90, Mattawan
Richard W. Conklin, B.S. '81, Mattawan
Alan J. Cohen, B.B.A. '62, Farmington, CT
Bilal Muhammad Hassan 11, B.S. '90, Arlington, VA
Bonnie Balogh Martens, B.A. '92, Kalamazoo
John B. McKay, M.B.A. '94, Battle Creek
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About 300 alumni and friends of Western Michigan
University gathered in Grand Rapids on March 14 to
celebrate the Dr. Diether H. Haenicke's tenth anniversary
as president of WMU. Suzanne Geha, B.A. '73, an
anchorperson with WOOD-TV News in Grand Rapids,
served as master of ceremonies for the event, which took
the form of a reception and dinner and was billed as a
West Michigan tribute to Haenicke.

1990-94

Alumni Association announces new life mem!JersThe WMU Alumni Association welcomes
our newest life members and thanks
them for their continued interest in
the University through life membership
in the association.

Haenicke 's anniversary

Thorrez Industries, an automotive parts firm in Jackson,
has some special ties to Western Michigan University.
Folks at the company who are members of WMU's
extended family include, from left: Howard Kaak, personnel manager; Joseph Thorrez, B.S. '82, chairman of the
board; Alvar West, B.S. '33, training instructor for screw
machine operators; and Albert Thorrez, chairman of the

Among the hundreds of alumni and friends participating in a Grand
Rapids celebration of President Diether H. Haenicke 's tenth year at
the helm were (from left) Birgit M. Klohs, Right Place Program
president, and news anchor Suzanne E. Geha. Geha is holding a
special "Emmy" award, which she presented to Haenicke for his
appearance last fall on "Home Improvement, " the ABC-TV comedy
starring Tim Allen, B.S. 76.

A host committee of more than two dozen persons
organized the celebration. Committee members, along
with their affiliation, included: Lana L. Boldi, B.S. '95,
UAW Region 1-D, Local206, and a WMU trustee; Paul E.
Boyer, B.S. '68, M.B.A. '71, Meijer Inc.; Catherine A.
Brady, M.S.W. '92, Gerontology Network Services; James
S. Brady, B.S. '66, Miller, Johnson, Snell & Cummiskey
and a former WMU trustee; Betty S. Burton, B.S. '65,
Wonderland Business Forms Inc.
Wendell L. Christoff, B.S. '68, Chadalee Farms Inc.;
Larry A. Deane, B.B.A. '67, Beene Garter; Allen C.
Emmons, B.B.A. '65, Silveri & Co.; Julius Franks, a
former WMU trustee; Geha; Gary F. Goode, B.B.A. '72,
Arthur Anderson; Gerrard W. Haworth, B.A. '37, M.A. '42,
Haworth Inc.; Richard G. Haworth, B.B.A. '64, Haworth
Inc. and a WMU trustee; David A. Heatherly, B.B.A. '72,
Foremost Corp. of America; Barbara I. Herr, community
leader; Robert L. Herr, B.B.A. '67, Crowe Chizek & Co.
Birgit M. Klohs, B.B.A. '83, the Right Place Program;
Joan H. Krause, B.A. '72, Krause & Neis and a WMU
trustee; Richard L. Merpi, B.S. '75, Excel Telecommunications; Larry D. Miller, B.B.A. '69, American Seating Co.;
Melissa M. Miller, B.B.A. '68, Interiors for Living; Patricia
J. Muth, B.S. '43, community leader; Diana R. Sieger,
B.A. '73, M.S.W. '78, the Grand Rapids Foundation; John
T. Sperla, B.A. '72, Mika, Meyers, Beckett & Jones; Wendy
L. Stock, B.B.A. '72, NBD Bank; Daniel W. Terpsma,
M.B.A. '85, Old Kent Bank & Trust Co.; Philip N.
Watterson, B.S. '32, former WMU trustee; and Raymond
A. Weigel III, B.S. '67, CLB Consulting Inc.
"We're proud of all of our graduates and friends, and
we're especially grateful to these persons for their
participation in planning this special occasion," said
Keith A. Pretty, WMU vice president for external affairs,
about the event.

board. (Missing from the picture is Michael Thorrez, B.S.
'72, company president.)
The eighty-eight-year-old West taught Albert Thorrez
in a machine operations class during the late 1930s at
Jackson's old Technical High School. Thorrez called his
former teacher out of retirement to conduct training
sessions for his firm's employees.
Kaak's daughter, Amanda, received a bachelor of
science degree this April. Additionally, three generations
of the West family are WMU graduates: Alvar's late
brother Enar, B.S. '34; Alvar's son Robert A., B. B.A. '67,
M.B.A. '72; and Alvar's grandson, David A., B.B.A. '93.
Let us know how many members of the WMU family
work with you. If you have a workplace photo showing
some or all of your fellow graduates, send it to the
Westerner, McKee Alumni Center, WMU, Kalamazoo, MI
49008. We'll publish your "corporate" family photos as
space permits in future issues of the Westerner.
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Editor's note: Ever wonder how universities came up
with some of their terms and traditions? Read on and
a few of your burning questions may be answered.

University terms and traditions

• "University" comes from the Latin "universitas,"
which in medieval Europe was synonymous with
"guild." When first applied to education, it appeared as
part of a phrase, such as in
"universitas scholarium."
Universitas, and then university,
gradually came to be used alone
to denote a community of
masters (teachers) and
scholars (students) whose
joint existence was
recognized by civil or
ecclesiastical authority.
• "Master," refers to
the qualified, licensed
lecturers who had a
trade union monopoly
of the teaching profession. Most medieval
schools reserved
"doctor" or "professor"
for faculty members
from the superior
disciplines, such as
theology, law, and
medicine.
Before being named
a master, lecturers had
to: complete their
required course work
(attain bachelor status),
be licensed by the
university rector (attain
licentiate status), and
finally, be admitted to a
teaching guild by
consent of the guild's
members.
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• ~'Curriculum" means disciplined study. It refers to a
set course of study in a particular area that can be
covered in a fixed period with predicable results. Both
"curriculum" and "course" have the same root verb-to
run. A metaphor relating to the chariot races of Rome,
the training of the mind is expressed as the running of
race, running the greatest possible distance in the
shortest possible time (sound familiar?).

• The "mortar board" parallels higher education's guild
connection, which originally involved an apprentice
indentured to his master. Graduation was an emancipation similar to the old Roman ceremony of manumission,
the placing of a new cap upon the head of the freed slave.
In academic terms, the cap symbolized the release of the
student from his servant status to the master under
whom he had studied.

• President Waldo appointed a faculty committee in
1904 to conduct a student contest for a school song.
Entrants were to write the best two stanzas to the
tune of "The Heidelberg Stein Song." Bernice Crandall
and Gerald Whitney won with their entry, "Brown and
Gold."
• The current alma mater and fight (pep) songs
originated with a 1959 contest to replace WMU's
existing songs. Open to the University community,
the two-stage contest solicited first lyrics and then
music. James H. Bull, B.S. '57, M.A. '63, won in the
lyrics category for the alma mater. Walter Gilbert,
B.A. '60, took the remaining honors for fight song
lyrics and music for both the fight song and alma
mater.

• The school colors of brown and gold were developed
by a 1904 faculty committee appointed by WMU's first
President, Dwight B. Waldo. History of the period is
sketchy, but the colors are thought to represent the
Brown-eyed Susans prevalent on Prospect Hill, the East
Campus hilltop where East Hall and the University's
other initial buildings were sited.

Western Michigan University icons

• The current University Seal was designed by the
late John Kemper, professor emeritus of art, when
WMU became a university in 1957. The five stars
symbolize WMU's five original schools, Applied Arts
(Engineering and Applied Sciences), Business,
Education, Liberal Arts and Sciences, and Graduate
Studies. The tree symbolizes WMU's continuing
growth and its roots acknowledge the institution's
firm planting when created by the Michigan Legislature in 1903.
The stone arch signifies a gateway to knowledge as
well as solid growth, but the missing keystone indicates that WMU's growth is incomplete. The pyramid,
which may also indicate the building of knowledge,
features a flame at its apex to signify enlightenmentWMU's true purpose.

• WMU's athletic teams originally went by the nickname
"Hilltoppers," and were often confused with schools
having a similar name. John W. Gill, T.C. '23, B.A. '24,
submitted the winning entry of "Broncos" in a 1939
contest to select a new nickname. Gill, an outstanding
student-athlete who went on to become a successful
WMU coach and administrator, earned a $10 check for
his efforts and promptly turned it over to the Waldo
Stadium building fund. It wasn't until 1940 that the
University adopted an official Bronco emblem-a sketch
from a photograph of the Wyoming license plate bronco.

• Buster Bronco was born in 1981 when a student
contest was conducted to name WMU's mascot.
"Buster" was selected as the winning name out of
entries running the gamut from Goldie and Bucky to
Rocco and Wildfire. He took on his current look in
1988 when the athletic staff bought its first fullfledged Bronco costume. In previous years the mascot
outfit basically consisted of a head only. Portrayed by
a student, Buster appears at numerous athletic and
community events while his caricature decorates a
variety of publications and promotions.

• The use of academic dress stems from the costumes
worn in universities in the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, particularly at Cambridge and Oxford in
England. It has been worn in the United States since
colonial times, and was standardized by an Inter-collegiate Code in 1895.

Buster Bronco

Deaths-------------------------------------------1910-29

Emma Streeter Torrance, TC '17,
Jan. 31, 1996, in Lawton.
Edith Butler Chamberlin, TC '18,
Nov. 19, 1995, in Traverse City.
Mary Mumby Bennett, BS '21, Oct.
24, 1995, in Leonidas.
Norma Johnson Crane, TC '22, Dec.
2, 1995, in Jackson.
Frances Davis Carpenter, TC '25,
Feb. 3, 1996, in Portage.
Effie Cook Davis, TC '25, Dec. 29,
1995, in Bridgman.
Gertrude Hoffmaster Hanlon, TC
'25, Dec. 31, 1995, in Wayland.
Eva Jardine Minshull, BA '25, Nov.
12, 1995, in Muskegon.
Alice Haefner Conway, TC '26,
March 9, 1995, in Sacramento,
CA.
Margaret Lasher Gamble, TC '26,
Nov. 26, 1995, in Kalamazoo.
Norma Campbell Murray, TC '26,
Dec. 4, 1994, in Coopersville.
Willard C. Ramsdell, BA '26, Feb.
16, 1996, in Scotts.
Glenadine Cole Stark, TC '26, Nov.
8, 1995, in East Lansing.
Marion G. Crocker, TC '27, BA '45,
Feb. 1, 1996, in Kalamazoo.
Virginia Poppe Grandbois, TC '27,
Nov. 15, 1995, in Gladwyne, PA.
Alice R. Becker, TC '2 , BA '36, Feb.
2, 1996, in Kalamazoo.
Eileen Connor Colby, TC '28, Nov.
30, 1995, in Grand Rapids.
W. Maurine Todd Hosek, TC '28,
Dec. 15, 1995, in Lansing.
Florence M. Chamberlin, TC '29,
Dec. 26, 1995, in Topinabee.
Doris Stanard Flowers, BA '29, Jan.
5, 1996, in Three Rivers.
Esther King Goodrich, TC '29, Feb.
26, 1996, in Kalamazoo.

Rosamond Coney Rowen, TC '29,
Dec. 10, 1995, in Kalamazoo.

1930-39

Marjorie Patrick Stone, TC '30, Dec.
7, 1995, in Ionia.
Richard D. Evans, BA '31, Oct. 14,
1995, in Trenton.
Doris .l\1cCune Snyder, BA '32, Dec.
28, 1995, in Kalamazoo.
Mildred Farmer Dunbar, BA '33,
Dec. 27, 1995, in Mount Pleasant.
Mildred Ellen Field, BA '34, Dec. 5,
1995, in Kalamazoo.
Alton W. Stimson, BA '34, Jan. 11,
1996, in Kalamazoo.
Wilbur D. Eshelman, BS '35, Aug.
17, 1995, in South Bend, lN.
Helen C. Schabbel, BA '35, Oct. 12,
1995, in South Haven.
Monica Yund Wood, BA '35, Nov. 29,
1995, in Jenison.
Ralph 0. Birkhold, BA '36, Feb. 3,
1996, in Kalamazoo.
LaVerne Fredlund Kent, BA '37, Dec.
30, 1995, in Kalamazoo.
Dr.A. Westley Rowland, BA '38, July
9, 1995, in East Amherst, NY.
Lyle Morse Chenoweth, BS '39, Dec.
4, 1995, in Ormond Beach, FL.
Vivian Buergin McCoy, BA '39, Dec.
4, 1995, in Portage.
Helen Nichols Streeter, TC '39, Feb.
20, 1996, in Kalamazoo.

1940-49

Sabina Kisielewski Harkaway, BA
'40, in Clinton.
Edward Abraham, BA '41, Dec. 21,
1995, in Flint.
Frederick J. Cramer, BS '41, Jan.
19, 1996, in Kalamazoo.
Theresa O'Rourke Rosevear, BS '41,
Jan. 1, 1996, Mount Pleasant.

Dr. Paul Unger, BA '46, June 12,
1995, in Williamsburg, VA.
HelenF.Carey,BA '46,Aug. 7,1995,
in Geneva, IL.
Donald J. Fields, BA '46, Dec. 6,
1995, in Charlotte.
Robert N. Oudsema, BA '46, Jan. 25,
1996, in Kalamazoo.
Irene C. Sharon, BS '46, Jan. I, 1996,
in Escanaba.
Ruth Blackman Vahue, BS '46, Dec.
7, 1995, in Allegan.
Priscilla Kerr Lee Battson, BS '47,
Dec. 5, 1995, in Kalamazoo.
Claudia VanderLeest Keusch, BA
'47, Oct. 27, 1995, in Portland.
Laura Loverin Stiehl, BS '47, Feb.
9, 1996, in Kentwood.
Marilyn Edwards Lomax, SC '48,
Sept. 30, 1995, in Amarillo, TX.
Carolyn Sipe, BS '48, Nov. 17, 1995,
in Battle Creek.
Beverly Cutting Stickel, BA '48, Oct.
14, 1995, in Mechanicsburg, PA ..
Elton C. Alford, BS '49, Dec. 27,
1995, in Clearmont, FL.
Louise Quimby Russell Gilmer, BS
'49, Oct. 20, 1995, in Kalamazoo.
AlbertT. Whitmore, BA '49, Feb.ll,
1996, in Kalamazoo.

1950-59

Rev. Hugh Walter Alley, BA '50, Nov.
30, 1995, in Lansing.
Robert D. Cartwright, BS '50, Dec.
2, 1995, in Battle Creek.
C. Keith Sheeler, BA '50, MA '64,
Jan. 12, 1996, in Kalamazoo.
Donald L. Huyser, BS '50, July 1995,
in Ocala, FL.
Joseph E. Steiner, BA '51, Feb. 28,
1995, in Thiensville, Wl
Dr. Leo C. VanderBeek, BA '52, professor emeritus of biology and

biomedical sciences and a former
chairperson of the WMU Athletic
Board, Feb. 22, 1996, in Jackson.
Naundis Lane Berg Wallace, Nov.
28, 1995, in Muskegon.
Dr. Usim Odim, BA '53, Dec. 25,
1995, in Pittsburgh, PA.
Mary Canavera Rice, BA '54, Oct. 1,
1995, in Iron Mountain.
John R. Hopkins, BA '55, Feb. 12,
1996, in Kalamazoo.
Ann Dyer Thompson Armstrong,
BS '57, Nov. 17, 1995, in Newark,
OH.
Mary Alice Howe Dunn, BS '57, Oct.
3, 1995, in Lansing.
Alice Cope Tittle, BA '59, Nov. 12,
1995, in Coldwater.
Margaret Ballman Travis, BS '59,
Feb. 15, 1995, in Avon Park, FL.

1960-69

Michael Connelly Galvin, BBA '60,
Dec. 1, 1995, in Ann Arbor.
Elsie Granberg Gordon, BS '60, Nov.
1995, in Mattawan.
Robert McLauchlin, BS '62, Oct.l4,
1995, in Conway, AK.
Joseph.l\1. Bommarito, BS '64, MBA
'66, Oct. 24, 1995, in Flint.
James G. Liska, MA '64, Feb. 20,
1996, in Portage.
Cris Lagrand Trafford, BS '64, MBA
'68, Oct. 30, 1995, in Chippewa
Falls, WI.
Thelma Anderson Wade, MA '64,
Dec. 23, 1995, in North Conway.
JamesAyre, BBA '65, Nov.ll, 1995,
in Midland.
Mary Moon Bloomquist, BA '65, Oct.
9, 1995, in Lansing.
Kenneth E. Grieger, BS '67, MA '68,
Dec. 11, 1995, in Vicksburg.
M. Jane Reed, MA '67, Dec. 13, 1995,
in Kalamazoo.

JamesJ. Sliter,BS '67,Jan.24, 1996,
in Kalamazoo.
Barbara Yrios Dyer, BBA '69, June
1995, in Tallulah Falls, GA.
David E. Frappier, BBA '69, Oct. 2,
1995, in Bainbridge Township,
OH.

1970-79

William N. Asche, BBA '70, Oct. 27,
1995, in South Haven.
Robert A. Bolhuis, BS '71, May 22,
1994, in Hudsonville.
Craig Leins, BS '71, MA '75, Nov. 19,
1995, in South Haven.
~largaret Elaine Washburn, BS '71,
MA'73,Dec.l0, 1995,in PawPaw.
Douglas A. Harry, BA '73, MA '77,
Jan. 25, 1996, in Tennessee.
David L. Haylock, BS '73, Oct. 7,
1995, in Battle Creek.
Carol D. Jones, MSL '73, Dec. 26,
1995, in Battle Creek.
Nancy Anderson, MSL '74, Nov. 7,
1995, in Watertown, WI.
Yvonne Rencher Liggins, BS '74,
Dec. 10, 1995, in Grand Rapids.
Dr. Milo Meadows Jr., MA '75, March
6, 1995, in Ft. Lauderdale, FL.
Gary W. Oleszko, BA '75, Nov. 11,
1995, in San Francisco, CA.
Eugene Brady, BS '76, Dec.ll, 1995,
in Cassopolis.
Sebastain M. Buffa, BA '77, Sept.
17, 1995, Somerville, MA.
WiJiiam B. Barber, BS '78, Nov. 22,
1995, Oark, AR.
Nancy Kosar Le Bonte, MA '78, Feb.
22, 1996, Gull Lake.
Theordore George Kleinhans Jr., BS
'79, Oct. 17, 1995. in Detroit.
James M. Klemett, BBA '79, Dec.
10, 1995, in Seattle, WA.

1980-96

Cheryl Crane Adkins, BSW'80, Feb.
21, 1996, in Southfield.
Jonathan A. Stryd, BBA '92. MBA
'94, Feb. 23 , 1996, in Holland.
Margaret Elaine Washburn,MA '92,
Dec. 10, 1995, in Paw Paw.
Johnell P. Funke, BS '93, Feb. 5,
1996, in South Haven.

Faculty, staff,
and friends

Dr. Kenneth Bullmer, associate professor emeritus of counselor education and counseling psychology, Oct. 31,1995, in Kalamazoo.
Bullmer helped initiate WMU's
counseling psychology program.
Isabel Crane, assistant professor
emeritus of counseling, Nov. 17,
1995, in Kalamazoo. Crane Lane
near Lawson Arena is named in
her honor.
George James, assistant professor
of public affairs and administration, Feb.lO, 1996. in Grand Rapids.
Dr. John H. McBeth, associate professor emeritus of business education and administrative services
and a former director of academic
advising in the Haworth College
of Business, Jan. 21, 1996, in
Panama City Beach, FL.
Dr. Frances E. Noble, professor
emeritus of foreign languages and
literatures (French), Aug. 5, 1995,
in Fort Lauderdale, FL.
Dr. Robert R. Russell, professor
emeritus ofhistory, Jan.l6, 1996,
in Kalamazoo.
Dr. Edwin B. Steen, professor
emeritus ofbiology, Nov.ll, 1995,
in Haslett.
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College of Arts and Sciences reflects . . .
"The professional
colleges have more
specialized, professional
missions. We nurture
their students and at the same time, we draw strength
from their colleges. A part of our mission is to ensure
their students have a background in our disciplines. And
we depend on those colleges for giving us other perspectives from which to view the total university in which we
find our place."
In universities, general education helps undergraduate
students integrate and extend learning beyond their areas
of concentration, Dr. Leo C. Stine, professor emeritus of
history, notes in Wester-n: a Twentieth CenlUT)' University.
"Some form of specialization was and is essential. But
the need for perspective remains," Stine concludes.
"... When that student is faced with a choice of eight
or ten courses from a mass of 350 or more, it is difficult
to see how a common experience can result. It is just as
difficult for the individual student to gain a perspective,
to effectively understand, and to integrate knowledge."
The college was the primary provider of that type of
learning experience until a Division of Basic Studies, the
forerunner of the College of General Studies, was created
in 1953. Once the division gained momentum in the
1960s, the College of Arts and Sciences focused less
attention on providing liberal arts courses to the general
student population.
But the situation changed again in 1989, when the
general studies college became a department and was
placed under the College of Arts and Sciences. Two years
later, the down-sized unit's name was changed to the
Department of Science Studies, to better reflect the
orientation of the disciplines still being housed there.
With the College of General Studies' dissolution, Arts
and Sciences once again assumed a leading role in
bringing general education courses to the majority of
WMU students.

Research remains fundamental

The College of Arts and Sciences is central to other
aspects of the academic enterprise in additwn to general
education. Particularly in the last decade, Jorgens says,
the college has strengthened its emphasis on conducting
research and providing graduate-level programs.
"As a College of Arts and Sciences, we have a philosophy that places a lot of importance on the connections
between research and teaching," she says. "We've significantly increased outside funding for research and we've
strikingly increased faculty productivity in areas such as
books, professional papers, and journal articles."
Those types of activities are important in today's world
as much for their effect on students as for their impact
on improving the college's scholarly climate and contributing to general knowledge.

"Each new program has been preceded by studying
where the needs are and what specific skills or niche a
graduate program at this University can fill. Rather than
develop broad graduate programs, we've chosen to focus
our graduate offerings on those special areas of need,"
Jorgens explains.
"As an example, several of our new doctoral programs
respond to concerns from the relevant professional
societies. We've looked at what kind of programs we can
offer that will specially train our students to do "x" job.
We want to give them the background so they can move
right in and be successful."
A similar concern for practicality and quality in the
college's undergraduate education recently led it to join
seven other U.S. higher education institutions in a
Responding to new realities
nationally funded project called Re-forming the Majors.
Just as with the University as a whole, the College of Arts
Participating departments looked at a variety of issues
and Sciences works to preserve and advance excellence
connected with improving their program offerings,
while at the same time keeping an eye on the changes
including allowing transfer students to more easily enter
taking place far outside its Kalamazoo boundaries.
programs; developing "capstone" experiences for seniors;
"The college is continuously
opening up fields to diverse student
engaged in a process of reviewpopulations; and better integrating major
ing its curricula to ensure that
work, general education courses, and field
our students are prepared for
experience.
today's world. This has led to
Eight departments took part in the
sweeping changes in our Liberal
project, but most of the college's twelve
Education Curriculum, signifiother units have been engaged in reviewing
cant revisions in our major
and revising their major programs during
programs, and rapid expansion
the last few years, Jorgens says.
of our graduate programs,"
Many of those curricular reviews have
Jorgens says.
stressed collaboration both inside and
"In terms of overall learning,
outside of the College of Arts and Sciences.
we're also focusing more
As an example, Jorgens adds, its Departattention on extra-curricular
ment of Science Studies recently won a
activities aimed at helping
highly competitive curriculum developstudents develop a sense of
ment grant from the U.S. Department of
belonging to a department. This
Education's Fund for the Improvement of
increases their comfort level and
Post-Secondary Education (FIPSE). This
also the sense of professionalism
has allowed the college to enhance its
that comes from being a part of a
interaction and collaboration with the
discipline."
College of Education.
Initiatives such as those,
Meanwhile, the College of Arts and
Dr. William B. Harrison Ill, geology, is
many of which were set in
among the scores of researchers hard at
Sciences continues to be an integral part of
motion by the college's previous work in the College of Arts and Sciences. the gerontology minor and Graduate
dean, Dr. Douglas P. Ferraro, are Here, he's conducting oil and gas
Certificate Program in Gerontology, which
research in the geology department's
fine-tuning arts and sciences
are
overseen by the College of Health and
Michigan Basin Core Laboratory.
education in light of new world
Human Services, and the Specialist Degree
and workplace realities.
in School Psychology, which is overseen by
The college's revised Liberal Education Curriculum,
the College of Education. Yet another cooperative tie
for instance, requires students to explore areas such as
comes in the form of the Graduate Certificate Program in
responsible decision making, critical thinking, social
Health Care Administration, which brings together
pluralism, and formative ideas as well as the more
courses from the School of Public Affairs and Administratraditional liberal arts fields. Meanwhile, graduate
tion in the College of Arts and Sciences with courses
program expansion dovetails with new societal needs and from the Haworth College of Business and the College of
WMU's increased emphasis on research.
Health and Human Services.

"I personally have a strong belief that one of the most
important things we do in higher education is to teach
people to learn independently. We know statistically that
fewer than one-half of students who graduate with
bachelor's degrees will remain in the field of their major
for the rest of their professional lives," Jorgens says.
"Therefore, it's important that we teach them not only
information, but process. And one of the major ways we
do this is by modeling, as faculty members engaged in
research, the process of inquiry and the joy of discovery."
(For more about the college's research contributions,
refer to the February 1996 Westerner. For a representative look at some of the college's research centers and
institutes, see the story of page 5 of this issue.)

Universities are unique centuries-old form of education

Much of the reorganization took place in lower
schools, which were becoming more numerous. Education gradually became more scientific, secular, and
universal, and teaching in the mother tongue more
prevalent. Also, for the first time, schoolwork was tied to
learning a practical trade.
Although medieval higher education had many useful
benefits, it was immersed in a world apart. Universities
weren't supposed to provide professional or technical
education-students attended universities to gain
culture, not to get a job.
They studied and conversed in Greek and Latin,
attaining knowledge through contemplation and theological discourse devoid of scientific inquiry. And even
though a renewed interest in humanism was putting
more focus on people, higher education stressed literary
studies and harmonious development of body and spirit
to the exclusion of utilitarian purposes.
Most universities stuck with their traditional classical
teachings and outlook well into the eighteenth century,

"It ~ not enough to have
agood mind. The main
thing is to use it well. "
-Rene Descartes, 1596·1650

Continued from page 4

bucking waves of criticism as scientism, rationalism,
naturalism, nationalism, religious realism, and a wealth
of other educational theories and systems struggled for
primacy. But the handwriting was on the wall.

Modem universities arise and adapt

Universities had been in decline since the sixteenth
century, mainly because of religious wars. Retaining
their connection to great learning was no longer enough.
They needed to meet more of the practical needs of the
students and societies they served.
Until the end of the eighteenth century, most universities dispensed their version of classical learning and
concentrated on preparing young men for careers in
church and state. Education for women and preparation
for less lofty careers, not to mention scientific advances,
took place in other types of schools.
But the seeds for change had been planted in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries when scholars realized
that "official" recognition of their schools would give
them special protections during tumultuous times as
well as special privileges, such as formal authority to
grant teaching licenses (degrees).
Universities sought and won official recognition as
centers of advanced learning that conferred universally
valid teaching licenses. At the same time, popes, emperors, and kings elevated many of their local schools to
university status through proclamations, sidestepping
the need to develop a reputation first.
With recognition came a growing sense of educational
professionalism. Noted teachers and thinkers throughout
the Renaissance, Reformation, Enlightenment, and
subsequent ages toiled to help universities restructure.

Continued from page 1

Many of those efforts bore fruit in late-seventeenthcentury Germany, where the first modern examples of
today's universities were founded.

"Reason and experiment
have been indulge~ and

error has fled before them."
-Thomas Jefferson, 1743·1826
Although later criticized for offering too many
electives and demanding too much specialization, the
new German institutions were applauded for a number of
advances, including lecturing in the vernacular, separating philosophy from theology, revitalizing scholarship,
and inaugurating training specifically for teachers.
They're also credited with expanding the educational
enterprise-incorporating a scientific approach to
knowledge, combining research and teaching, and
extending academic activities into the community.
The ideals of those emerging German institutions
were incorporated into new and reconstituted universities throughout Europe and America. In the end, they
helped pave the way for higher education to become an
integral part of our everyday lives as well as a unique
means of quenching our insatiable thirst for knowledge.

